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Part One

The Dick the Bitch and the Baby

Prologue

The Dick, the Bitch, and
the Baby are trying to survive. Rather, they (sing.) are trying to survive. Rather, she and
he and it are trying to survive. Or more accurately, survival needs are interrupting the
hard work of enjoying oneself and loving well. When food is on the table, they want a
moment of joy. Not of deliberation and arguing. Callused caresses shoulder massage. A
meaningful, lingering, and opening kiss. When the Dickbitchbaby is hungry, exhausted,
troubled, terrorized, in a state of disarray, or merely focused on not dying, They have no
real energy to dedicate to fixing. And They are fixated. Nothing They do feels exactly
real or possible. If They are alive, if They are truly alone, if the ecosystem has collapsed,
if They are About To Be, They cannot be sure. They used to love uncertainty. To praise it
while they raised the soft hair on the inside of Their lovers’ thighs. To crack it open, hold
it up against a thick, humid, zealot sky. Now the sky is in Their mouths. Now the sky is a
deadly mystery. Now,
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now now
alright alright enough fun. the clouds are coming
for dinner and they like meat. help me
dig up this dog.

I. The DickBitchBaby divides themself up into the Dick the Bitch and the Baby so they can play
games while they do their chores and plan their week. They find it is hard to stay multiple and
separate. Harder still, to come back together.
Okay Loves someone says I can’t tell who Let’s See, We’ve Gotta
1. boil down the hormone water from the river
2. relacquer the walls

[From What? The Ground Up the Bitchbaby asks

Toenails All The Bodies Left Behind?]
3. give everyone a really cute nickname
4. What’s This Say You call o u st er o (s) id y’ll needta
5. make a story schedule I’m Tired
Of Fabulating
Every Night:

I Just Wish We Weren’t The Only Living Things
they say
Yeah I’d Like to Feel (Something Squirm) Again
they say
Well I For One Just Hope We’ll Find Some Food
they say
I Can’t Survive Alone

they say
and they don’t

*

Ascoriated It Comes To Our Attention
the Bitch Cannot Pay Her “Rent,” reads
the Baby from her new work.
This Is Not A Feminist Narrative
says the Dick. You A Man—HUH—
Are A Man. Telling Me assures the Baby
no longer having fun
What A Feminist Work Is. no luck
in the problem of stretching your life.
Are You Just
trying to compensate
for your stinky poops? little string
dozens upon little newspaper string the paint
froze on the porch. this is not the metaphor
i Wish It Were says the Baby.

*

the Bitch says Hey! Don't Poke My
Sore Bits. the Baby hears nothing:
It's Pro-noun-sit Sorbet. And i Want
A Cone! Conetits For Me Pls! the DickBitch told The Doctor, years ago maybe
Before we understood
the ground and its inhabitants
or tired tried tidepenal colony
WHEREDEVERYBODYGOO!
panics the Babydick, you get the picture.
she opens up the last can of chickpeas.
Save The Aquafaba! From The Firepit
screams the ADO)Lt Babybitch, We Can
Have A Night Of Meringues Why Not?
Bitch, It Seems Like We're Toold
To Telleverify swears the Dickbaby.
Pretty Iffy, I Guess. Bitch, I love You.
So Much says the Dick. Will You Kill Me
To n ight? The Bitch asks? The Dickbitch asks
the Babydickbitch says All The Wood
Is Petrified. since the storms
berailing and foggerel. soon,
origins I promise. from the wet
grave, the empty worship. ex t ant hunger
lil home on the outskirts. tomorrow
form the bird from hay. one and

more. the yarn is spun! spun spun
to the impossible floor of the
sky. everything that isn’t
ash is burning. Aw Baby! You're Sooo Hot. i
Love Fucking That Sunburnt Ass.
The Bird Will Fly i Promise.
there are worse things to worry about.

*

Hork
the angels sing
The dirge for the planet
Now devoid of all heaven
Able life
Having not noticed
Far below skittering

Over the oozing asphalt
The trashbag linens
The ziptie belts
Of the cockclitted/
Boypussied not dead

Who head into
The city rolling blackouts
The result of, the Bitch explains
Like someone unused to explaining,
The r e s u l t r a t i o n of this awful
Music
Big City So Big
Its imploding yeah yeah
We get it
The skyscrapers’ glass
Wall panels begin falling out
Plummetous as it
Disintegrates in the abrasive
Breath floating down
As windless snow
Slow
Becoming slush
Sludge muddled soon
The Dick Bitch and Baby
Fill their hands
Their pockets
Rushing through the Quiet
Streets pouring into their
Mouths like last dust
Of the last chip bag into
Their gullets crucnhchrucnch
Running wild There Has
Never Been This much food
Before ! they line
Shopping carts
With unseamed umbrellas
Stapled together
Somehow the wheels
Match the ground

They fill 40, well
Almost forty
With the streetfare
Glass spilling out of their mouths
Smacking moaning
As they chain link the carts
Together take
The train
Home to their hovelhouse
Barnshed
The Dickbitch does a pirouette
While the baby tumbles
Down Into a pile of empty chrysalis
Makes a snow angel filling with
The falling walls
One real thing to celebrate
God they're so happy
I’ve never seen them like this
For years no one
Has talked about money
And they never will again

*

I Wish I Could Go To Sleep
Without These Dreams—

Someone says To the Starlit Room

Youkeepwakinmeup Dustbunny
Talk About It

mumbles Whoever You Wanna

No I’m Sorry Love
I’ll Catch Up

You Go On Ahead

Ok Demigoddessence If

You’re Sure

*

Bitch, Please
Hand Me That Cumrag
All This Lube Is Onery
Between My Cheeks
Baby wails, sector
uponderance. heat
suggests the house
lives. this wasn’t
a question of except
Whiddle wepository
tamer slackwrist
bridle
pony (up!) show(er)

-ad tackling i Like
The Odds Dick says Sacri
ledge Of Wicker
Basket. work to
Weave! Should We?
Bitch asks, Knot
Our Pubic
Hair Together? But, Love
That’s How We Show
The Village We’re
Married. but but but
continues Dick:
you’re already married! moans
Babybitch, Legally
and Romantically
coos Dickbaby
And Who’s Checking
Account Will We Use? Do
We Share? No Autographs,
Please. We’ll Just Tell THE FAMILY.
sprout wilt whatever’s
good. yes all
success is a horseshoe.
and Tomorrow, Fine, pouts
the Dickbitchbaby, We’ll
Mud Up and Hu[n]t.

*

the Dick the Bitch and the Baby

are walking to the fruit market
Away Away Onward the Baby screams
Giddy Lunded Suppose We Hold Hands
No No NO NOO NOt In This Fen Wereneighborhood
Cattails And All

II. The Dickbitchbaby goes out in search of supplies. In one of their favorite games, they imagine
they understand what has happened, is happening. In another, they imagine they aren’t alone.
She says You’re Not A Fiebertraum
to(s)sling constant plead
Summer
Looks Here But Isn’t
the Overworked Ghost Woman selling promethazine
asks if they can tell her How Much
I’ve Got Left In Here
in the torn label bottle
small potted plants
Lined up along the window
[i don’t get it
are we alone or not]
a line once sung
“Like little glass soldiers knee-deep in the fray
cigarette butts and bottlecap ashtrays”
pretend falling
pretend pout

supposed knottle and etch

h o m e s s (h) y l ph a g e n e s i s is

except forget slew
run your finger up the side
50 100 150 200 240
mL vodka on the table of trash
mouthwash tonight they tell stories
remembering the push
to attack Iran oil tankards big capital
outrage in the news
the news asks an investor
should we...as security...and how
she doesn’t come anymore for the war but the space
between fingers rose jaw
to brush away
proper[l/t]y
a tank of gas a tank of oil per 12 feet of trunk
tiny chainsaw work for the winter
for the soap for the
gloss
over who can is allowed
is taught and asked
puts eyes in impossible purple
shine shine easy to love
the growing blur

*

The Dick sings while she nails blankets into the studs in the cellar.
spring lyrely as spider
suppose the ground is fertile.
treat dirt please with the insect
i c i d e r,
drink up, the fungus spores
who will go to find the dead
cockroaches carry their
parasites to the farms—what
is water must
be stolen
w e r e we re
mediated to be leanto—The Bitch

interrupts to ask Can We Just Listen To The Forest Instead?

Huh. And the calm silence not settling
for one moment, then another
the Dick is mad always
about how quiet she hasto
be—wares of the past
i-t-s l-i-ce and []ardens
the fact of happening should not
Be The Terrorspoke
They want to tell themself
From The Ceiling Hook (not you!!)
Hang The Hair Shorn

please, i’m exhausted, Baby

you read to me this time

III. The Baby pulls a stack of papers from the tattered shelf labeled with green paint “library.”
Sometimes, the Dick and Bitch wish they taught it to read, because the Baby takes so long in
fabulation. It flips through the pages and begins, It says Hmmm Let Me See Here. Ah yes,
from the remains of the Book of []ursery Rhymes
poem for me to be a part of the world of u
if you place your leg on the table
a man should not comment
Exquisite may be a passing
heave[n] warped
into a thoughtful mouthsound

a leg is a homing device hmm
the color gradient beckons backbone lathe[r] the group forms to disperse
a room is not meant to understand
freckle freck the chickens peck

the last remaining few
alive and well the dinner bell
a drop a door a dew
one hen eats a peel or from
orange eye ruddy feathers
the group pokes each head through
a hole in the wire a hand holds the fruit
in sequence not words is p e r t r a n s
mitten can’t get a good look
would you turn over? shoulders
roll Forward arms dangle
lunge lunge lunge lunge
lunge lunge lunge lunge
the bathroom A Safe Space
for the American Family
to shoot up
after the dance
overtime the movements appear
Fasterfastfaster That There’s a Gorilla oh There
There a Prairie Dog There there all animals
in captivity
to be protected chins up!
if you steady your leg with an arm
shapes Let’s Name Them A?
Triangle con cave pentagon
Another Another ! the choreographer
but where’s the hen?? Needle Exchange
in the past why, it’s here at all costs
most things can be replaced Hence Eggs
the leg on the table exposed ass i got

a new Dad after the old one died
they are both so kind the new one
quieter
even when i stab Him we
call it a pentagram Now, Make a
Pouty Face but they areeeeeee
gone memory gets large She Bares All
32 Teeth pickled chins up
message received
chins down!
lunge lunge lunge lunge
lunge lunge lunge lunge
lungelungelungelungelungelungelunge

Too sweet “barbeque sauce” broiling atop a rack of
tears fill at “suppose.” Empty cups –the glue when melted ma
e eminent sudi
Tremblibling apple lore, the same des
ackles. Knownfor desctuction ans pride we sleep easy frightfu
ong night. However, as the ground, what she was looking for
error friendship
yyy Wearing far too many clothes
ept where in ev
clip moment, our What is tested?
ood lord, are any
e of us sav[i]ored? Whom? Ext
ates remainder. Who is not for one second alive to dream pre
mino acid rain. Oh gross! What is it? A stain to alleviate what
anther upon moon upon castle. She said, “I’m going where at le
aken identities.
urge w
ponder swell trfffffjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjosition
where the emptyfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjfjjfjfjfjfjfjfjjscowl
eaching their ow
sonyx
ran into her, I hm eren’t we thinking of going somewhere quiet
to place bullets
swillter
try. none works
These
Days the news is too easy [horrible] to read i use my eyes
ostly but today those gutgullies are drinking the kool idiomatic
phrases-lace[ ]rations Tales from the guy upstairs I’m No
Thirsty Just Lonely and i will soon be lonelier he says i cam
ive you store credit LOL i cannot sustain employment Becaus
am a fraud and Yes though frauds have legends of long cons
lasting years i am a sprinter in everything except writing
fucking Dreaming of Comfort of Fooling my loved ones and
yself into the Big Lie that I Deserve Love Cmon Just One just
Last Gig, Yarrow Yess uppos idaisll Name] and then we're out
prairie soot trmble on entle simple swaytherHooked ntle on
parasite of true, prays, “The keys we thought were awaking—
mn metal for—were casings. Destroy the plant. Please.” So he
pleas horrible enough to found religions. Debtors come correcti
e story. Time will try to kill it. The blend the shackle will or
illow each register. i don’t know why any of this is here. Go to
leep please, Bitch. Sleep please, Dick. Form with me the night.

two days

we waited
too long
is left
over here?
semiotic dust
less than
explain yoghurt
then cherry
picking butterfly
pea miss
what. whom

ore. pode
estuary till.
seems fair.
i hate this.
go back.
to bed.

IV. The Dickbitchbaby is confronted with having survived the night. Better split up
and down
swoon, their favorite word at the moment
besides glance the two sounds an ambulance
makes, or used to, according to the Dickbitch
breakfast is something they remember:
Put Some Rocks In, We Can Soft Boil Them. Honestly,
I Could Go For Half a Sandal Or Even
That Pickled Birch. forearms come to
rest on either side of her head, fingers
grind against one another in front of their pockled
face. Would You Wipe These Plates For Me
While I Disinfect This Water? Bleach For Both
Baby sings from her swaddle bicckle backle bickel bockle
shitty lighter Just Use The Magnesium
Honey a drawer opens and rattles fondue
forks hmm I Can’t Find It. Well Here,
Take This Little Bit Of Steel Wool
And Let Me See Use The 9-volt From
The Stunner Thing. That’s It, wonder where that
magnesium got off to. Things Disappear, You
Know That, Dick. the wood, I Know, Sweet Bitch,
I Know, Baby, of their teeth catches
on the threads loose from their sleeves, Hmm
Could You Give Me A Hand? the knots pull against
sunlight pulsing through the parade of clouds

Why The Fuck Do They Got To Have
Their Own Parade, Huh? A Show Of Strength,
Rainbow Tanks And Glitter Bombs, Napalm—
That’s Enough, Please. Maybe Tonight
We Can Focus On Something Else. the stove
warms. You’re Right, Angel Baby. they kneel,
place the sizzling red coils to the bark
-splinter nest. kneecaps squish into
the somehow dry dirt, where they ran out of floorboard

*

seems the fir(st)retched
pityparty now one
long
~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~
scar from neck to Umbilical
Spot the Dick
shakes her ratt
led legs she de mons
tress now cheek to ear
lobe Passion a sleep
walking word sub
strate guise!!! Look OvEr
HEREE. I FOUND
A MIL
IPEDE o o no one looks.
they’reverywhere.
they
know. from a distance.
her toes could be marigolds
hidden in the dirt of their lil sweet hard bodies. And
off they go. pil grim age
on her back. in her
blue. sh sh.
they crack
open Mmmmmmmmmm
in the Baby’s mouth

the Bitch prays over the Baby, when the Dick enters with the Tired Argument about the Apocalypse
aspillowedaphickory
s h (h!) a d o w n l y r i c i n
pr e am b led ger undryet
a s sum p t in

t o a d l e v e e r o S HOW
Q U A Y N’ T
yourineedleadmouth

stitch

clove hitch my favorite
small tummy torch
sho u tterminal
sho utter min er aloe b a L L OO ms into!
morning (heart react) Good Gal l y miss
m a u LY thanks be coal
--Enter Dick-a strawberry wiled as your tongue
putitputitputit! to mine. blushing oak obviously
applexiconography OH REALLY what s to r (e) r i (e) d nEWS
howse this backyard (look there she goes)
fence hopping hope pale cloak
that palliative horse that stompt
the ground to clay

V. The Dickbitchbaby is worried. The argument from the morning
won’t dissipate. They try to figure out if they should play another game,
or if games were the original problem.
We Are Fucked Explains the Baby
In Order To Have More Fuck
When The Fucking Comes
Back. You Are Baby the Bitch
says. QUIET IT IS MY TURN FINALLY
And Finally Is A Long Time
To Wait. So Here We Are
PostFuck, Waiting For More,
Not
Wanting And Not Sure,
But
as Baby Know. Who Is
Scared. Do Not Mistake
Stretching For Growth. Nor
Growth For Stretching. Nor
Tearing (Now) From
Here, In Our Extended Girth,
We Will Shrink Around
The Fucking. As The

Plastic
Once Did Around My
Mouth
The First Bluebell Blooms
We Will Then, This Time, Now
To Suffocate The Slow, Last Durable

Saulted Earth Fucking K? N o t s a l i e n c y
WANTSAND F O UR AWL.
Are We Skin Then Baby? Huh?
Dick mouths.
Are We STript! Are We
Dirtbeach
Where The Silicon
Migrated? Are
We glaciers? Are

We Formed?
Are We HUH IMPORT
-ED From Inland? Skates?!!!
IS THAT RIGHTI S T H A T R I G H T I S S A T R I T E S AH T R I
T E Z AH T R I S AH R I GHT EIDHG ZAHRI SIIS HIS
(the
Haybird never did fly)
Baby With Yr Tiny Toe Jokes And Joy And Optimism And
Mooncrush Sedimental Lawnging i Don’t
BELEAVE You. So Fine. Are We? Answer ME
in the comparative form.

sew s/he leaves.

the Dickbitch scrubs sex
handprints and faceprints
from the walls the cumstains
in equal measure the hardwood floor
more bloody knuckle
scraping his candle wax
from the windowsill

Jesus she says again
the forty-sixth
time since his departure:
thirty-nine days she has
painted the new room
steel and moss in the basement

the spiders warm her bed
After The Revolution
little bright ones
the window
Who Cleans The World
opens into bars later
yellow flowers
ostrich eggshell they blame them
the Bitchdick
You Gotta Put Down Plastic
calls Nanos scruffy
Or SUM Thin. Fuck. they say
puffs
aloud the high shelves dust currents

the first night alone down there
she shivers a memory comes over
for two hours puts long purple marks
stretched across her breasts arms
back they don’t last she can’t

wipe the paint from the floor. Good!
Have The Maid Do It
i AM THE MAID
the Dick cries triumphantly
alone in the kitchen the plantains
charcoal coins usless life

*

to believe in the future
is to live. we have to live
How Much Longer, the Baby
cries echo to the fabricated
villagers await the locusts sand
bags and mud bricks
then snow.
in the
last scene the strangled
and the strangler
have the same expression.
two veins blup blup in foreheads.
one close to the eye s c r i b
ble pen a family descends stairs.
everyone holding guns
is smiling. the walls aren’t designed
to love, Bitch says, is to—
is to

i don’t know

pimples

pockets
marshes
hellscapegoatmilk

deserts
Dickbaby splashes
Their Breakfastlunchsups
to the ground. gush. dirtcrunchies

again. Bitchdick asks,
Do We Beat the Baby?

now?

*

But but but
everyone is
worried about the Baby
hence the A
R REST
S
and the Poetica:
good grief liquid
courage they write
it down not (just) so
they can remember it
but so
they don’t have to

*

FOR THE WATER GOD’S SAKE! the Dickbitchbaby cried I Can’t
Afford My Needles! Not The Big Ones The Small Ones. I Feel So
Stupid. I’ll Never Be Able To Save Up For Surgery. Probably
Should Just Cut My Balls Off Myself. [Dick: But I Like Them.
They’re So Baroque.] Or My Tits, Huh? At Least This Fucking
Adam’s Apple. Or At The Very Least, This Uterus. He Says It’ll
Give Me Cancer. Wiping Deodorant Into An Armpit, I Mean.

she screams again. this time aloud.

I Just Want To Feel Alive!
Not true.
Ok. More Alive Then. Longer.
Can You Not Talk So Loud?
Well I Can’t Hear A Word You’re Saying.
And I Can’t Read Your
Handwriting, Doesn’t Mean
I Don’t Love You.
all of them say. mouths rotten
from kissing sucking so hard and long. i don’t know what to do and then
they realized something about themselves. something they had forgotten,
such a turn of the warmth
rising in her fingertips, growing vast
into her hand, the pulse
in her wrist, a loosening knot, one of
his throat, the itch on its
scrotum quite unnoticeable though still
tender from being tucked up
so ravenously. Shhh. Shhh. It’s ok.
It’s ok. BUT IT’S NOT! The World
Is Going To End In Less Than A Decade
And I Want To Spend It With You.
You, Between My Hands. Mine
Between Yours. Thanks, Freckle. the cracking
concrete made of hemp and lime. paintless
sky. shaggy thigh against blood mole birthmark. Could It
Be Any Worse Than This? Pretend to eat.
Actual swallow. Hammer into a spinal column.

VI. The Dick the Bitch and the Baby
Swim to the island
Where all the bodies pile
Kneeling on the shore
They drain the oceans
Through the bloody
Gaps in their teeth
And spit them into
Cloudbabies little
Princes wah wah wah
Who watch to make
A safer hmm neighborhood
The three the one
Climb beneath the
Island and place the thrusters
And launch pad
This takes no time
When they realize
They can become
Thousands
One for every word
One fir every sound
They walk the ocean

Floor back
To the mountain
Range
And watch, now
The island taking
Flight and all its
Bodies stacked so high
They call them sunflowers
To feed the galaxy
They watch
Praying to dark
Draining into loght
Permanent flashbulb day
Stars
Bursting for the first time
Through the smog
Pale moon
Disappears among the growing
Bright
The rain begins
We tl and s uh mething
Oh breath oh breath
Out of the softening

Clay – Maybe Is
It That Green?
Something
Sprouts
At Least
That’s What We’ll Say

When They Come
Looking

*

the steeling
even here Dick Bitch and Baby
reorder aglow anything can become part
of the great fire the technological
yearning – That’s Mine! NO theirs!
No More Dandelion And Barley
Tea – Are You Sure
We Should Be Alive

To Witness To Take Part In
To Begin To Foretell To Imagine
The Thirst
Put Your Phone Away!
i’m Just Checking My Makeup
When You Cry The Charcoal Ash And Your
Tears Are Gonne Burn Right Through
Your Cheeks—Little Mountain

Streams huh—That’s How
You Make Lye The Lie This Time
Like Last Time For All Time
Was The Suggestion Our Happiness
Meant Something Good the Baby
puts her foot in her mouth There Are
Things Alive After All, I Can See Them Crawling
Black Widows In The Cabin Maybe
So They Sleep There S Frog Friends In The Shower
That’s The Best Story You’ve Told So Far
The Dickbitch says. NO. gulps a tear. The Baby knows
no one listens to the Bitch when she cries. IT'S REAL. THEY'RE REAL
I JUST SAW A BEE GO UP UNDER THE ROOF. REALLY I DID WHY DO—

That’s Enough—You Know They’re Gone, Too. I'm Sorry
Hold On. Wake Up, Dustbunny, Wake Up splitter splatter. honey
drips from the ceiling

<<Intermission>>

let me build you a fire
bucket full of bark
tear some apart
baby rattlesnake in the woodbarn
fluff fluff fluff feather feather
in a stove the glow
pretend you’re using your
less than the heat
hair dryer ladies
like an incandescent bulb
big boys on bottom
with room to breathe
the hot exhaust the work infinite
build a little cone /|\ /|\ over the lint & twigs
so it cannot be fast or slow
now a bigger one
/ | \ with finger-sized sticks
a top a round
a log cabin dreamhouse then
unlike remembering asking for a hand
means weakness
spark
i like to light
in a perfectly ordered system
spark multiple
lil fires lil bundles
the jerry-rigged Newtonian
jerry is ingenious
in case
astrophysics applied to a wet mound
and handy if
one is snuffed
of genitals wet because the exhaust
poor and a lil kooky
hot wet because the drink spilled
the way we like
wet because it is a mystery
our poor people
oh and he makes do
if blowing
or is it due (&when)with what
to rekindle
HE’S GOT
But How
think light steady pressure
can one think it is
not directly on the coals
my man
a repulsive mystery a hatchet
likes his laundry hung on the line
my allergies though
a drawer labeled Supplies in a warehouse
the dryer lint big However
containing more folders labeled things
make perfect fire-starter

like Affirmations Guilt Glyphs
Folk-Art Photos Angel Info + Design
Geometry Dowsing Bank of America
Dante Notes Exorcism Income Tax
Hope Probate Extraordinary Fee File
Cites of Refuge Whitaker Ranch Sale

enter:
b
a friend comments publicly permanently
b
Girls With Tools Are My Fetish
u
I Watched The Whole Thing [tongue
u
sticking out X’s for eyes emoji]
r
r
evenly with a chainsaw (a small one)
in the file Homosexuality
n
i carry my useless phone
“girl-girl a necessary” “the ‘popular’ ‘in’ n
no service pacifier
‘cheer’” and cheer when the stars
photo op
your goddamn
category fetish
the dark is enough
i use him
to let them in the muscle
as he uses me
he cuts the last branch
to feel for a time
the desire to live
Aside
Astraddle
instead of using your hand
what i wanted
on your hip
for
support,
extend
was
both arms overhead Now to the burn pile but one
to warm someone
even if it
requiring no plowing
meant
i needed
an additional way to stretch the groin:
to burn
Dove-like sit brooding
on the vast abyss
and make it pregnant
what in me is dark

pacific yew sumac
white oak douglas fir
and oyster mushrooms
for the sarin gas residue

while
My master caught me up
like a mother??? Dante begs
the question
What
he whispered

v
v
v
vv
v

the diagram
of musical
notes in
the body reads
B
A
He had been
G
pitching straw
F
E
Once the garden beds were green
D
Now they are brown
C

now the stove that warms the barn
after 11 matches
and two pages crumpled
two loads of laundry worth of lint

v
v

Soon the yellow i say to the clouds
Soon the yellow! i say to the ground
a breath stoking
embers

from the top!
of the skull
to the groin

gently the logfull

on my knees
i ask him
if he’s just warming up

scrubbing the floor
unbuttoning his pants

the author writes “the fear
of castration” eight times so far
in the book titled Psychology of Women

i am BEAT
i am DEAD
i m deSTROYED
i am not stretching to be flexible

Say to Yourself

and my organic pussy!
says Echo who transforms
herself into music while i
take a second
could you right quick
wash this for me

i am stretching
says Amor to Psyche
if you keep my secret in silence
He shall be a God

to feel good
place my hand on the stove
good smolder

and the other on his leg, his
to emerge from a bedroom while
moneymaker
while one’s father kicks leather loafers
he calls it
into the ribs of a dog named
relax MT internet
Odie
Caring For No Rest At All
in the chapter titled
the goat trails twined the pressure
Feminine Passivity
i tell him
why don’t you try using your belt

Part Two

Gashwork

Gash

~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~
from garse
(to make) a long deep wound
the mouth
insolent prattle, gossip
waste, rubbish, garbage, often compound
with –pit or –bucket
a woman considered as a source
of sexual satisfaction, see slit
pale or ashen appearance; grim, dismal
loquacious, or a person who is
sagacious, wise, shrewd
the vulva or vagina
~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~

having
having wanted
having wanted nothing
having wanted nothing but
having
having wanted nothing but to place Themself
to place Themselfsame against another
to near or close
meaning to approach or cut off
as in a limit
having wanted
a limit They could not will
nor another to be in relation to
not touch but produce
the expectation of
having
say
more leg hair than one wants
which from time to time brush
up or over like climb
as in a bower or river
against another
having wanted a limit then then could not build make will
one was provided

and more as the first bower
fell and the first river slowed
to forgetfulness then amnesia
then a seasonal snow melt stream
until it became the many trenches dry
save for a heavy spring rain
or one whose water
could not be contained having
wanted to extract or cut off
the song before the final chorus
what a relief that is
that any touch will end
the bloom the moth
the lamp the match the
brush the brush
w uh w uh wu h for s wu rh uh ruh ruh ruh
wake up in a city
so bright
sh sh sh shut it
SHUT IT SHUT IT
SHUT IT SHUT IT SHUT IT
SHUT IT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT
SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT SHUT
SHUT IT SHUT IT
TH TH TH TH TH TH TH
th

~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~

at the first spring, in addition
mulch pile

roundworm tonguing
cement block
flower pot
to garden plot
transplant hand
thicker
hose bellcurve hell did u ever get yr letter
my letter
on the back stairs
a dark
beer bottle
hand (me down) neck
What taste
What must
be broken
to Sound
needs tension
how tight can you wind
a spinal cord
around yr finger
hanging loose
two vines
heat dripping
slouch fence

~|~|~|~|_|~|~|~|~|~

Chorus
at first we called their names
moving steel, bone, 3D printed cement, pvc skin
how much would you pay for a steady hand
surgeon server sculptor sniper
paint by numbers this time like
last time we called their names
we called their names madness
doesn't want
to keep staring at the wall
to reduce it
a low heat
fingers boil up too
shaking isn't sexy tracing
scar lines on whose property
addled upper
lip
touch to the cast
an exact
mistake, first we should
call their other names
slush gorge telefunction erased
reading from the wall we found
but didn't look for movement
search for the stiff and the still
would you say laserguided landscape or portrait

when the color comes
fueling up riverbed just
top it off for me
at first we called their names we
called we called we called we
gephyroid ferryman jaundice semi-conductor
receive handshake make a good impression
little strokes do not disturb shape the brush
into distance
call it perspective can i call u daddy
or is that weird too much
to sort through
at first we called their names
couldn't pronounce anything right
except war & we
weren't ready for its sounds

~|~|~|~|~|_|~|~|~|~

speak our marking
the ideal type of paper is pillow so insecticide
scissorblade to curl a ribbon make a bow present here nametag follow
follow hollow one we follow the tracking device on a map
masticated pulp wishy-washy
essh essh essh
to put ink down let itchoak click clack l----inguinal
call this muffing call it zine O phobia who’s talk is cheap-engredients make the stew what it was
aware of nothing new a badland a flat hand a common glue say
who you want to live say whoever make it happen make it

snappy the tearing of the paper will make a dust the mites can eat
you could eat it too if you were patient
patently false
copyrighted truth
a sting in your strep a spring in your crib
poking straight up into the baby’s back how do you
do
how do you sleep at night
How do you live with yourself How DO
You make such a paper no beginning no end smear spit on the dirt dirt in with the
gums snot from a shirt sleeve cum now the shirt sleeve biodegradable cigarette butts piss
from the dog that waited scared outside the coffee shop named Royal
stomp it down Flat Sheets add some more of you then never stop
sleep it up tell yourself you wanted it How easy it is to lie to yourself
with this ideal paper
just like before
underneath unused scrolls of it
where the stamps
are where Ariel & Caliban practice oral reef

where no bugs but the bugs you like
down at Cooper’s Donuts
no one
but the ones you choose
the (ar)
rest
rest
rest which ones
fireflies ladybugs praying mantis grasshopper
what else do you like you decide place them in a mason jar
just like the flies on the stove poke airholes let them in (jury) don’t
let them out
notice larkspur
pretend you know it say it
in passing blue ink say it at a party now you’re a real smart gardener gullyparanoia
doesn’t believe herself just wanted to talk
like this paper here stomp it a little more crush your foot into it
the one with all the fractures

~|..|~|~|~|_|~|[.|~|~

the wave returned and we caught it
Don’t forget what we escaped, but the
dying handsome says
Must Keep Moving
so they build a pyre of silver
rocks for the now dead handsome, the
mystic who blaired
If I Had, I Would Say So.

He now says Freedom, perfect Freedom,
is the only thing i believe in, ours, mine,
as he seizes control of the other two cameras.
There MUST be some truth, he says, in what
you say, because it is possible for you to say it
But she is made to dance.
we believe in the act. look
o u t s i d e , it is time for gigantic
homes
stacked tightly together
so the rest, the rest may be open,
tending the last plot of wheat, in the B movie made about them

the sex scene is a cliché tide bubbling around her
water wrecks
head wrentche
shud
hair wraps
shrouds
MTies

is that it! The End?
split sewn backlash reverse
engineering beauty
in worms
both near-girls inhale the new anesthetic

fall over on the bed
antelope with a small torso

she takes a chef knife
his arm spurtspurt
he returns with garden shears
and eviscerates the invading forces
a cat on the lawn
the splashes

kick kick the
splashes

here the VCR is a secret and a weapon
same for the VHS
later
they take turns
drowning in the pool
giving each other CPR:

Do You Want Me to Lick You
Then You’d Give Me A Present
a translation: shim in the dale
lately achoo! pond shack
a real fixture upher
honey drips down the walls
through the ceiling how long is the strand
-ed
bee colony
going to last
install a sink
the stove won’t
light
this time of year
the only time

the grass is soft he burrows his face
i feel like a snake
he says in the dirt
io io io
g a l e n t r a i l s t h i s is his
gustuccollapse
blows nose

dusk snot

~|~|..|~|~|’’--|~~|~|~|`~

is this what it is to be mortal
one big dick
joke told over and over
then
back to sleep
then
the night terrors
empty want
try to be surprised
when they shout HAPPY BIRTHDAY

~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~

bolt the deadbolt moORE MORE MORE he screams
when he’s trying to kill the projection
but i think of you

~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~

unbutton
the last
tooth
from knowing
she wished
her knuckles
were walnuts
snow mummified
birdlet sundrying in
the house of tell
recalcitrant
sewer smoke
through a window
let spit
become
shallow entropy
a question mark
a deer hoof
in grass
become glue
fricative
hunker
16-gauge moan
pellets
chicken coop
rat snake lunging

collect all the seeds that wouldn’t sprout

in an pill canister

used to know so much more before i realized i didn’t
wish. i didn’t
know anything wouldn’t
talk about it
friends Aren’t family says the tax form, unless they’re a dependent
clause
this isn’t yours the name Begs
to differ: fairy the people from bank
to bank: count on one person
for the rest of your life
call me (game) out
Of tune with the screeches
plants make
When you trample them
on accident
or on purpose
unnataural fetish then unfetish ungnat yrself
from Bumblefuck meaning Utopia
disgust sensitivity declines expand your circle so a hand
making shadowplay lizards in the dark No, mirror No ash outline
paper towel to clean up
paper towel to throw away paper towel bedside
seaside celebrate windowsill Score the surface the seeds should be wetted
If too wet, you’ll grow something else something decadent
so rich
we have to call it rot

~|~|~|~ .., |~ ..|~|~|~|~|~

at least the news is on the table
i don't pick it up the coffee is old downstairs
basement musty maybe throat clogged nose clotted try grablept blue tape i place
along the water ruint sealing tiles Except The Spiders gangly beloved daddy well
MY Daddy is LEAving but these long legs will stay Though he's taking The Cat
and she likes to snuggle Who will snuggle me my new room is free but it's cold
and wimpy like how whisper lost it's h and so so i cut down to size the h to an n
and the coffee I Told Him i poured it down the cowgrl drain not hot not a wisp
That's Where i keep my nostrils and the large spider does not move these others the
lilluns dirigible climb down the wall to the uneven floor i brush with a paintbrush
the unused webs off the wall and onto me i dribnnk the coffee who knows how old
i pour the wine into the glass mug Strange Design old cobwebs make and Look
Bitter, Window Broken that's why it's so cold shrug big sigh stringy suggestion of
the past i wish i didn't have to paint but it needs So Much Work Down Here i need
carpet tiles or i will cry i guess into my sack of newspapers i'm not sure were did
the h go ellscape now it's ringing BRING BRANG BRONG the tv screams across
the bar I Am dreaming Aren't I that someone breaks their neck and in the next shot
it's a .Complyation of "fails" people attempt something difficult usually but
sometimes people of uncertain gender rely on others

Is thIs what [ ] Is to be mortal

Is thIs what [ ] Is to be mortal

to sell them products Based on David Bowie's rapes At the gay wedding where i
serve fancy cocktails there is a button with his big rapeface next to actually some
need to be celebrated people Marsha P Johnson for one i want to slap sonneone for
putting these two people together I Am Terrified and Alone i am terrified my family
is not my family But my friends, Who do i call for a quick chat These Days the
news is too easy [horrible] to read i use my eyes mostly but today those gutgullies
are drinking the kool idiomatic phrases-lace[ ]rations Tales from the guy upstairs
I’m Not Thirsty Just Lonely and i will soon be lonelier he says i can give you
store credit LOL i cannot sustain employment Because i am a fraud and Yes
though frauds have legends of long cons lasting years i am a sprinter in everything
except writing and fucking Dreaming of Comfort of Fooling my loved ones and
myself into the Big Lie that I Deserve Love Cmon Just One Last Gig, Yarrow
Yes! and then we're out No More counter fitting carp entry cat fishing scams
No More say it No More Joe Moore No More elaborate gifts for people i just
met So now i am a housecleaner for my lover and they are so sweet to not yell at
me when i need a kick from upstairs to down no bookshelf can hold my Grief All
this perfect Cat-torn Mildew Flooring in the new room and brand new bargain bin
Catpiss Luggage in my hands carry on please I Fill et with fresh sage i shave my
face with the foamy bathroom handsoap i check under my bed every night

~|~..|~’’|~ .., |~ ..|~|~|..~’’|.~|~
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..|~|~|..~’’|.~|~

what was at first was cartilage, gradu*ally becomes, bone
bluster nascending one elm branch snap
swivel lure twirl twirl thy yellow stockings

the

trewthe is if i have to be honest orange blossom
i stole all of this ledger, i can’t move
my legs w/holy clogged drain
lead
in water
al over

bury the
Chicago one elm

branch to censor
you need to survey first
the lie then the land finger stroking sandstone to make history weep one single
catastrophe turn over one elm branch show
me

turn tale & run yn-side out

so i can see

who made you

~|~..|~’’|

~ .., |~ ..|~|

~|..~’’|.~|~

railroad ties flower bulb. he offers his hand,
once aGain, a vampire. Who Dreams
Anymore. trimming leaves or scattering
starseeds and more
gads thrush. only this time
edible. Knotted Hairesay,
crimes Against the baby skunk.
along the highway I-90: Mother
isn’t exactly the word. do i raise
beds? the Con, i hold to
my ear. the water we grow in.
to say no you cannot. a fish
swims captive to become part
of the cycle. a not-mother like
me. drench or soak and make
drink. swAllow 63 or 64 dried
roses. this is not a testable
hypothesis. when People ask. i let
them. too often. buy the pound. if
you leave. nothing will be
harder. You’ve
earned it.

~|~|~|~| ~|~..|~’’|~ ..,~~.,.’’: |~ ..|~:|~|..~’’|.~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~|~

when i lost the will to dream the dreams became more intricate knots measure the time
it takes to slide between fingers the language of
believing and obeying
a crab
apple
tree
or a hollow the antler sheds the cabin
burned
the stolen trailer WHO STEALS
A TRAILOR
we asked
the neighbors
said
Didn’t Know Anyone
Lived
there the red clover gather
the highway
crowns of chamomile
thirty seconds
pass
the grains
the sand
we
count
the knots
the rope
the trans
mission
of order-words
aria(n)chorality the movement of a leaf bellipses
recurring ringing in the ear cyntaxi i put
my head to a n o t h e r w o n d e r i f i c a n s h a r e the night
wouldn’t
want to sleep again
if it
means
convo
looted
i sing
the
b(lo!)ody elect(ric) S W h i t c h lover is
dying now
i
wake
up
to
remembering
my first
dad remembering seeing the sea the great plains
saying
BISH BASH BOSH
pre sent
simple
past
pre sent
perfect
yowler
chancel cool as a f e a t h e red finding someone who will feed who will call and
not pull the trigger from the M(omen)T.top
gives
pleasure in what the reception
of the obeying how fast
(do you want it to go) can
travel go if as (away from here) kari edwards said There is a s h I p w r e c k o n e a c h s I d e
o f I n n u e n d o . . . n e x t t I m e, p L e a s e s I r , m ore
my second my trans dad t e
lls me
how to
tie my hair in a knot loose aaaaaaaa nnnnnnnnnnnn
ddddddddddddd and droop it o ’ e r
my shoulder like he did before
he knew what we are
before he knew there were words for us
a full porch swing w i l l
the worms from the tree silk dangle find my hair the dog an ashtray a coffee
cup a chime [nea/ra] hot the bodies sizzle can’t get them out quick enough sustenance
w i l l s u s u p o p e n g a t e t r u c k h a t c h d o o r g r i n d b e l l i p s e s s ssssshhhhh h i f t
we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we
we will
we will
will we will wewewill
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we will we will we will we will we will we will we will we will
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